In this paper, we introduce an interface for motion editing that visualizes editing procedures. For intuitive understanding and construction of motion editing procedures, our system represents an editing element that produces modified motion from a given input motion as a graphical node, and enables user to construct a whole motion editing procedure by connecting the nodes with a few mouse interactions. The system provides both the 3D transform manipulator and the time-line slider for intuitive controlling of the parameters of each node. The user evaluation results show that our system is easy and intuitive to be used by users for editing of motion sequences.
Introduction
Many commercial softwares for creating and editing motion data of a 3D character (e.g. 3DS Max [1] , Maya [2] , and Motion Builder [3] ) include keyframe-based tools for per-pose modification and layer-based tools for per-sequence modification. Additionally, they provide a wide variety of functions for editing motion to help users make high-quality animation easily. However, novice users should learn and train many instructions in the softwares, even to perform just simple tasks.
Furthermore, applying a set of processes to many motion sequences is a tedious work for both professional animators and novice users. For example, one may need to align all of the motion sequences to a reference pose, or want to remove the movement of a root joint from the original motions. Script programming provided by the commercial softwares can be a good solution instead of the manual process; however, users who have no programming knowledge would feel difficult learning how to use the script command.
We present a motion editing interface that visualizes the editing procedure as a graph notation. The motivation of our system is from the commercial softwares having the concept of graphical development environment (GDE) such as Max/MSP/Jitter [4], Shake [5] , Lego Mindstorms NXT [6] , Quest 3D [7] , and Unreal editors [8] . The software providing GDE successfully replaces text-based instructions with graphical nodes. Thus users do not have to have deep knowledge of programming language and can do a task with a mouse interaction. The motion editing interface using the GDE concept has three benefits as follows:
(1) Users who do not have deep understanding about script programming and 3D animation can edit character motion data.
(2) Users can see and manipulate the procedure of a motion editing easily. (3) Because the result motion can be shown in real time, a system-user interaction time is shortened and debugging process becomes easy.
Our system provides a simple visualization of a motion editing procedure, a drag-and-drop style mouse interaction to edit the procedure, and real-time response to display motion data resulting from the procedure. Using our system, we can construct a batch process for motion editing, and edit motion data to create new motion data with a few mouse interactions. We expect that our system can be a complement of the commercial 3D animation softwares.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work in section 2, and present the fundamental of our system in section 3. Section 4 describes the extension of our system with several motion processing techniques useful for editing motion data. In section 5, we explain how to implement our system efficiently, and demonstrate several motion editing examples in section 6. Section 7 explains user studies for the evaluation of our system. Finally, we draw conclusions in the last section.
Related work
Researchers have proposed many novel systems that helps users create and edit motion data easily. The sketch-based motion creation methods [9] [10] [11] attempt to recognize the pose of a character or the nuance of a motion from a given 2D sketch input, which is more intuitive than rotation control with a mouse. The spatial keyframe animation systems [12, 13] firstly set the mapping from the 3D poses of a character to the specific positions in the same space, and then interpolate these poses according to the relation between a position from mouse performance given by users and positions corresponding with poses to create character motion data. The performance-driven systems [14, 15] record the performance of a 3D widget, and then map the position and orientation of the 3D widget to a 3D character. Whereas these systems provide a novel and intuitive method to create and edit motion data, they usually concentrate on easy creation of motion data.
Several researchers have introduced a motion editing system which is easy to use. Gleicher [16] introduced an interactive motion editing method, which satisfies spatial and temporal constraints given by users and simultaneously preserves the details of the original motion. Grochow et al. [17] proposed the style-based inverse kinematics system which learns the style of motion from a given motion and modifies the motion with a set of user-defined constraints. Kim et al. [18] presented a motion editing system that creates a naturally stretched or squeezed motion data by allowing user to manipulate root joint trajectory of motion data. While these existing methods are powerful to edit motion data for specific purposes, our approach attempts to consider the motion editing for general purposes. Therefore the existing methods can be included as a part of our system and users can exploit the combination of the motion editing methods in our system.
Recently, the concept of GDE has been applied to many application softwares in various fields. The Max/MSP/Jitter [4] is a GDE software that can control MIDI, audio, and video signals. The Shake [5] provides a visualized process of video composition. In the Lego Mindstorms NXT [6] , a GDE software is provided for users to make a robot-control program easily. The Quest 3D [7] is a visualized development tool for creating real-time 3D applications.
Several softwares use the graphical representation of processes for creating and editing motion data. The "motion flow mode" in the 3DS Max [1] is a tool for editing the transition between motion sequences. It represents a motion sequence as a graphical node and a motion transition as a directed line. Then it can generate smoothly concatenated motion data by traversing the graph structure. However, the motion flow mode concentrates on motion transition, while our system uses a directed graph notation for repres- enting editing procedures. The Unreal editor [8] contains the "AnimTree" editor, which is very similar to our system. It provides a wide variety of motion processing methods represented as graphical nodes, including blending controllers, physics controllers, procedural controllers, and IK solvers. The main difference between this editor and our system is that the AnimTree concentrates on real-time motion control for games, so it does not contain the processing unit considering the absolute time of a process. However, our system uses a time-line slider to edit the absolute time of some processing units looking similar to a layer-based motion mixing tool in the LightWave 3D [19] . In other words, our system provides a motion editing in the global time-line, as well as a real-time motion processing and batch processing.
System description
In this section, we overview our system and explain the system fundamentals. Figure 1 is an image captured from the experimental implementation of our system. Our system has an appearance similar to the other animation system to give familiarity to users who have used the other system. The main window shows a simple background and animated characters. Graphical nodes representing processing units for motion data are displayed on the main window. The menu bar for creating nodes is on the right side of the screen. On the bottom of the screen, the time-line slider is displayed to indicate the current time and further information.
Graphical node representation of processing unit
In our system, all the processing methods of motion data are represented as a graphical node, which we call a motion processing unit (MPU). Figure 2 shows the appearance of an MPU node. The word in the center of the MPU is its name which explains the function of the node. The number after the MPU name is the ID number to identify the same kind of MPU nodes. The color of the MPU's body is normally gray. However, in the case where the MPU has some information which should be displayed on the time-line slider (see subsection 3.4), the color of the body is specified for easy recognition of the relationship between the MPU and its visualized information on the time-line slider.
The black boxes at the left and right sides are called an inlet and outlet. The inlet and outlet represent motion data given by a previous node and motion data processed by the MPU respectively. The number of the inlet, which is dependent on the function of the process, can be equal to or greater than zero. On the other hand, the number of the output is fixed to one, which means that each node can generate one motion. In our system, the information passing through nodes is motion data consisting of all degrees of freedom (DOF) of a character.
The B (bypass) button is used for canceling the function of the MPU and just puts the input data out. Each MPU can show and hide the visual information in the 3D space and menu for controlling its para- meters by turning on and off the G (graph) and M (menu) buttons on the right side. By turning the M button on, the node menu is shown below the MPU for controlling the parameter precisely. When the G button is turned on, the visual information in the 3D space of the MPU is shown and we can control the parameters by controlling the intuitive visualized manipulator in some cases (e.g. selection of joints, control of a 3D manipulator). Figure 3 shows an example of a simple procedure consisting of the Input, Transform, and Output node. Each node is created on the screen by pressing the creation button on the right side of the screen. We can easily connect two nodes by dragging one's inlet and dropping the outlet of the other or vice versa. The connection line and the node can be deleted by clicking the right button of the mouse on it. The inlet of a node can be connected with just one outlet for definiteness of input motion data, whereas the outlet can be connected with multiple inlets to transmit the result motion data from the node to many nodes. Our system prohibits the cyclic connection to achieve the clearness of the constructed process.
Constructing motion editing procedure

Basic MPU nodes and system work flow
Now we explain the function of each basic MPU and the meaning of the simple procedure shown in Figure 3 . The function of the Input node is to send out motion data selected by users. The Input node does not have any inlet, because it just puts out motion data that already exist in a hard disk. The users can select one of pre-loaded motion data in the node menu. The Transform node shown in Figure 3 applies an arbitrary rigid transformation to the root joint of a character. The position and rotation vectors which are the parameters of the node can be edited with both the node menu and the 3D manipulator which is similar to a commercial tool. The Output node receives the motion data from its inlet and displays an animating character.
Information on the time-line slider
Because timing information is hard to be represented in the 3D space with a character and the node menu is not intuitive in controlling the time-related parameters of an MPU, our system provides a time-line slider similar to the motion mixer tool in the LightWave 3D [19] . The MPU nodes that have parameters related to timing are displayed on the time-line slider as a bar. Then the timing parameters such as start frame, end frame, and blending length can be easily modified by using a mouse interaction on the bar. Additionally, each bar on the time-line slider has a same color as its MPU's body to identify the corresponding MPU node easily. Figure 4 shows another example of a simple connection of some MPUs and their corresponding timing bars on the time-line slider. The Input nodes are displayed as a long bar on the top of the time-line slider to describe the start frame, end frame, and frame length of motion data. The text on the bar states motion data information of the corresponding Input nodes. The Blend node (see section 4) is displayed as a short bar on the top of the bars of the Input nodes. To represent the parameters such as the start and end frame of the Blend node, a transparent box is covered below the blend bar. In our system, the nodes which have time-related parameters except of the Input node are always represented as this type. 
Extension of processing unit
In this section, we explain various types of MPU nodes that can extend our system, so that it enables the system to perform a lot of motion editing tasks. Ideally, there is no specific condition to convert a motion editing algorithm into an MPU, because every motion editing algorithm trivially has a similar concept that an input and output are motion data. However, we restrict our extension within the algorithms that can process motion data with a frame-by-frame manner or can generate a result with a local sequence of input motion data to guarantee real-time execution.
The RootDOF and JointDOF nodes are used as filters of input motion data in selected channels of a root and selected joints, respectively. Users can remove animation data of the specific joints by directly choosing them in the 3D space with mouse. The Merge node is used for merging two motions by choosing one between two motion data for each joint. The 3D pickup solution same as the JointDOF node is provided to choose the specific joints. Using these nodes, users can control the motion data in the joint level and transplant an upper body motion to another motion [20, 21] . For example, the Merge node can be used for the generation of a walking motion with hand waving by merging a walking motion with a hand waving motion.
The Blend node performs smooth motion transition from motion of the first inlet to the second inlet. In our experimental system, we used a simple linear motion transition algorithm. As we have described in section 3.4, the parameters of the Blend node are related to timing; therefore all of them including a start and end frame can be controlled on the time-line slider.
Our system provides the Align node, which aligns positions and orientations of root joints of two motions centering on the specific frame. The result motion is the motion from the first inlet aligned with the second inlet. Like the Blend node, the center frame parameter of the alignment also can be controlled on the time-line slider. Our system can serve more precise controllability by separating the aligning process and blending process which also can be modeled as one MPU node.
The signal processing technique for motion data [22] [23] [24] is very useful for stylizing motion data in a simple and cost-efficient manner. This technique would be suitable for our system, because it can generate one pose for a small window of input motion data in real-time. Our system includes the Anti node, which means the anticipation, for exaggerating the motion and the Smooth node for smoothing the motion. We choose the coordinate-invariant filter approach for rotational data [23] to implement our system. The parameters of these nodes are neither in the 3D space nor in the time domain. Therefore the node menu should be used for controlling them.
Applying the signal processing nodes to motion data can cause side effects such as foot sliding and penetration. To edit the motion data without such side effects, our system offers several nodes that are based on the inverse kinematics (IK) technique. The Floor node prevents any joints from penetrating the floor by simply pushing the penetrated joint up on the floor with the IK method. The IK node provides a more sophisticated solution than the Floor node. It automatically detects kinematic constraints of each end effector from the second inlet as an observed motion, and then applies these kinematic constraints to motion data of the first inlet. The kinematic constraints are detected by selecting the joint position that has a low magnitude of linear velocity.
The motion editing technique using space-time constraints [16] is very helpful for generating a modified motion that meets new conditions yet preserves most of the original motion. In our system, the STIK (space-time IK) node is provided for editing the motion to meet a space-time constraint defined by user. This node performs a simple and naive method based on the IK technique rather than the general spacetime constraints method, but it can be applied with a frame-by-frame manner. It includes constraint time, constraint duration, attenuation duration, target joint, and constraint position as its parameters. The first three parameters are related to time, and the others related to the 3D space; thus the STIK node use both the 3D manipulator and time-line slider to control them.
The STIK algorithm is as follows. Let t, t c , k c , and k a be the current frame to be processed, constraint frame, constraint duration, and attenuation duration, respectively. Additionally, let p be the current position of the target joint. User can set the constraint world position p or the relative displacement vector v. The target position p is then computed by the linear combination as below:
where the weight u is defined by the attenuation curve using a cosine function:
After computing the target position, the IK method is applied to modify the pose from inlet to satisfy the constraint. The RTCI (real-time controlled input) node sends out an appropriate motion data for a given keyboard input by mixing a pre-defined set of motion data. It can be especially useful for testing the motion data set for game. Firstly, it parses a script text that describes a map between a set of motion data and input keys. The motion data can be defined as one of three types: idle motion, locomotion, and acyclic motion. The idle motion is selected as an output motion if any keys are not pressed. The locomotion is sent out when arrow keys are pressed. The acyclic motion becomes an output if its mapped key is pressed. The transition from one motion to another is computed using a linear motion transition. This can be regarded as a cross-fade of motion data. Because the output motion of the RTCI node is dependent on an immediate keyboard input, it has no information on the time-line slider.
Implementation
Our system can be implemented as two approaches. The first approach is the system that generates a whole sequence of motion data for each Output node by pre-processing a constructed procedure, and then shows results without processing. The second approach is the system that executes the procedure to generate the result pose data of each node at each frame. The first approach has a problem that the system should reproduce the result motion for any change of parameters or connections between the nodes. This causes a long response time for a complicated procedure. Therefore we choose the second approach for implementation of our system. Each node has an input buffer which stores pose data from each inlet to compute an output pose efficiently. The size of the buffer is dependent on the type of its node. For example, the Transform, Align, and Blend nodes can compute their output pose with one frame of input pose. On the other hand, the signal processing nodes, the Anti and Smooth nodes, have to receive a sequence of motion data to Figure 5 Example of the increasing buffer of the node. The buffer size of Anti node increases to 61.
generate one output pose. Furthermore, the IK node also needs the short motion sequence to determine the kinematic constraints from the average velocity of joints of input motion data. The STIK node uses the buffer to draw the spatial trajectory of the selected joint. In our experimental implementation, the input buffer size for each node is fixed as Table 1 . The buffer size of the Anti, Smooth nodes is fixed to 31 in order to compute a output pose from one-second input motion. Similarly, the STIK node's buffer size is fixed for showing the one-second trajectory of a joint. However, the size of the IK node is set to 5 because the system can find a kinematic constraint with such a short sequence of positions. The nodes which are not listed in the table exploited one-frame buffer.
Assume that the Input, Anti, STIK, and Output nodes are connected sequentially. Let the current frame be t. To compute the final output pose, the STIK node needs [t − 15, t + 15] frames of motion data from the outlet of the Anti. In this case, the input buffer size of the Anti increases to 61, which is enough to cover [t − 30, t + 30] of the input buffer of the STIK node. Figure 5 shows the increasing buffer of the node of the example procedure. The buffer size of each node is refreshed for every topological change of the procedure. For every frame of the buffer, the valid tag is attached to check whether the pose data of the frame should be computed or not. If the current frame increases to one frame, the buffers shift one frame to remove the last frame and turn the valid tag of the first frame off. Then the procedure is executed to fill the invalid frame of each buffer in topological order. Using this approach, our system can be efficient enough to be executed in real-time, because each node computes only one frame during each frame step.
Examples
We show some examples to demonstrate various applications using our system. For a full appreciation, we recommend watching the associated video material. Figure 6 is the first example that exaggerates the motion at the specific period. The motion data from the Input node is composed of stepping, kicking, and stepping again sequentially. The first Blend node smoothly transits the original motion into the exaggerated motion generated from the Anti node. Then the second Blend node returns the exaggerated motion to the original. Notice that the output pose in the third column of Figure 6 is exaggerated, which is located between two Blend nodes.
The next example is shown in Figure 7 . The motion sent out by the first Input node is the running motion, and the second one is the falling motion. The lower body of the running motion is exaggerated by using the Anti and Merge nodes. The Align node aligns the half-exaggerated running motion with the falling motion, and the Blend node makes smooth transition between the running and the falling motion. As a result, the first, second and third poses of the output motion are from the first input motion sequence, but slightly exaggerated due to the Anti node, while the other poses in the output motion are from the second input motion sequence, obviously. Figure 8 is the third example that modifies the motion data using the STIK node. The original motion is the punching motion with a right hand. The STIK node lets the right hand be higher than the original one. The last example is shown in Figure 9 . The RTCI node is used for the generation of the motion data. The Anti node exaggerates the original motion. To satisfy the foot contact constraints, the IK node finds the kinematic constraints from the original motion and applies the IK method to the exaggerated motion, and the Floor node keeps the joint from penetrating the floor.
User study
To evaluate the usability of our system, we performed a short interview to several users. Nineteen persons were participated in the interview, consisting of 8 novice users, 8 artists, and 3 programmers. The novice users were graduate students that were studying computer graphics yet did not have an experience of 3D character animation. The artists were skillful animators that had a professional experience of making character animation over 2 years, and all of them were good at one of the commercial 3D softwares. The programmers had an experience of making animation editor or 3D game over 2 years, and some of them were also capable of treating the commercial softwares.
The interview was progressed as follows: we first showed a tutorial video, and then asked the user to fill out the questionnaire form and to discuss the cons and pros of our system. The tutorial video was about 10-minutes long and contained all features of our system and several useful examples. We also gave an opportunity to those who wanted to try our system. The questionnaire form was based on the SUS test [25] to measure the usability. We additionally asked participants to comment on the score for each question in the form. Table 2 gives the minimum, maximum and average of the usability scores of three groups and the total number of participants.
The novice users gave a relatively high usability score to our system, because of its easy and intuitive work flow. They replied that they could understand the visualized procedure easily after watching the tutorial video, even though they never had an experience of character animation. Some of them appreciated our system especially for making stylistic motion data using signal processing MPU nodes. On the other hand, they told that the meaning of all parameters of the node could be hard for them to recognize, because the node menu provided its detailed parameters. Additionally they were concerned about the high complexity of the display screen for the complex procedure. Most of the artists gave a relatively low score to our system, because they were firstly worried about its compatibility for the other softwares and they felt that result motion data from our system could also be reproduced using the commercial softwares. They also pointed out that per-pose modification would be hard using our system. However, they agreed that our system is intuitive and easy to be used for per-sequence modification of motion data. In particular, several artists praised the usefulness of the STIK node. Most of the artists told that our system would be very useful if it were implemented as a plug-in application of the commercial softwares.
The programmers rated the highest score of the three groups. They quickly understood the work flow of our system, because of their programming experience. All of them agreed that our system is simple and intuitive to be applied to retouching animation data. Additionally, they had the strongest intention to try to use our system among the three groups.
Conclusions
We introduce the motion editing system which uses the visualization of editing procedures with graphical node representation. The GDE concept applied to our system helps users to understand the motion editing procedure intuitively, and enables users to treat the motion editing procedure easily. By mixing the common parameter editing techniques such as the 3D manipulators and the time-line slider with our graphical node system, the test users tended to give high score for the usability of our system. However, our system has some limitations. First of all, our system cannot be helpful for per-pose motion editing. Although the system can be equipped with the node that modifies rotation data of the selected joint, this would make our system more complex than the commercial softwares which provide the key-framing system. Secondly, our system cannot treat two characters that have different skeleton hierarchies. Solving this problem would be our first future work. This may be possible by considering the node that maps the motion of one character to another and the node that has the function of motion retargeting [26] .
There can be many positive extensions of our system for future work. Firstly, the plug-in implementation of our system not only guarantees the compatibility to the commercial softwares, but also improves the weakness of our system by exploiting the powerful per-pose modification features of the commercial softwares. Furthermore, the node grouping is very useful for reusing the constructed procedure and reducing the complexity of the displayed nodes. Finally, our system would be very flexible and extendable by allowing users to implement their own node with a script programming language such as the Python and Lua.
